Cultivating
Community Spirit
Cultivating Community Spirit is a unique
well-being and personal development
course for adults.
Cultivating Community Spirit nurtures
understanding of different faiths and
cultures and combines cooking skills,
horticultural skills and woodcraft.

Form a deeper understanding of
the connection between physical,
mental and spiritual well-being.

Liverpool Community Spirit
is an inter-faith community education
charity (Reg. no. 1092689).
Drawing on the insights and wisdom
traditions of Liverpool’s diverse faith and
cultural communities, our education
programmes promote the understanding,
trust and friendship needed for inclusive
and lasting community spirit.

For more information about Cultivating
Community Spirit, or any of our other learning
programmes, please contact:
Email: info@community-spirit.org.uk
Tel: 0151 709 317
www.liverpoolcommunityspirit.org

Nurturing
wellbeing and positivity
in the heart of Liverpool

Cultivating Community Spirit
Weekly workshops to develop:

Spirit
Caring for my conscience, my key values,
motives and direction in life



cultural cooking skills:
prepare and share foods
from Arab, Jewish, Irish, Thai,
Caribbean, Mexican and
Scouse traditions

Running through all the practical activities are
group reflections on the wellbeing of our
Body, Soul and Spirit.



horticultural skills: in our
Community Spirit Garden,
planting vegetables, fruit and
herbs which are used in the
cooking sessions

Participants:
 learn about the nutritional and health benefits
of foods and local trees and plants



woodcraft skills:
awareness of local urban tree
and plant properties; craft
and personalise your own
staff and bracelets

Body
Healthy, fresh food
and exercise

The course has helped me to: ‘be kinder’  ‘learn



encourage each other to engage in healthy
lifestyle choices and reflect on aspects of good
mental health and wellbeing



enjoy traditional stories and practical wisdom
from different faiths and cultures to inspire
positive thoughts, values and aspirations

to cook’ ’not to judge’  ‘grow my own food,
and grow in myself’ ’be more positive’  ‘get
out of the house’  ‘understand my emotions’

Soul
Cultivating positive
mind, emotions and
choices

‘try new food’ ’have more peace’ ’be around
other people’  ‘be patient and understanding’ 
’feel capable and make decisions’
‘do something meaningful’ 

